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The letters exchanged between the visionaries Mkha' 'gro Tā re lha mo (1938-2002, hereafter KTL) and
Nam sprul 'Jigs med phun tshogs (1944-2011, hereafter NJP) are almost entirely in verse and employ a
range of styles—including ornate Indic-inspired poetry (snyan ngag), various types of Tibetan folk song
(dmangs glu), and bardic verse (sgrung glu) evocative of the Ge sar epic—in order to express their
growing affection and to prophesize their future religious activities as "treasure revealers" (gter ston).
Given their separation across the province borders of Qinghai and Sichuan when travel in the region
was still restricted, their extended courtship took place primarily through their correspondence, and
the future couple only met for one extended visit during this period. Started in 1978 on the cusp of the
Reform Era and lasting more than a year, the correspondence consists of fifty-six letters and various
addenda. KTL and NJP modulate their authorial voices and epistolary personae by drawing on a range
of styles of versification to envision their prophetic role at a pivotal moment in Tibetan history and
share the more personal affection of lovers. The main themes of the correspondence can be divided
roughly as follows: (1) prophecies about the location of treasures awaiting revelation, (2) visionary
recollections of their past lives together, (3) love songs expressing affection and their longing to be
together, (4) pairings in the natural landscape that indicate mutual compatibility and reliance, (5)
erotic imagery and references, both implicit and explicit, to the tantric rite of sexual union, and (6)
aspirations and proclamations regarding the revitalization of Buddhism and impending good fortune
of Tibetans. Through their epistolary exchange, KTL and NJP lay the foundation for their lasting
partnership, traveling and teaching during the 1980s and 90s to discover and disseminate their
treasures (gter ma) throughout the region of Mgo log and neighboring areas of northern Khams.
From their extensive correspondence, I have selected two letters that use bardic verse (sgrung
glu), featuring stylistic elements drawn from the Ge sar epic. By choosing these two letters for our
discussion this year, I hope to draw attention to the fluidity between Tibetan literature and orality.
While my presentation focuses on the use of oral genres and folk song styles in epistolary literature,
the following questions are also relevant for their use in biography, liturgies and works of advice. What
tone and mood is created when Tibetan texts invoke oral styles of versification and their associated
contexts? How is the textual content informed by its oral style? How do we "read" such texts, which
so heavily suggest oral recitation and perhaps even associated melodies? What does a text's association
with orality suggest about its composition and later circulation? In addition to these questions, I am
interested in the performative dimension of such texts in reference to both their oral performance
and in the Austinian sense of a speech act. In its colophon, KTL's duet in Letter A purports to have been
staged as a performance to her retinue of disciples during Sa ga zla ba in the earth sheep year of 1979,
whereas NJP's "song of joyful tidings" (dga' skyid gtam gi glu gzhas) in Letter B harkens to the cultural
performance of welcoming a guest and offering a song as a toast. Both letters employ for the most part
an eight-syllable meter typical of folk song styles in the region and also used for bardic verse. The
imagery and martial tone in places provide further resonances with the Ge sar epic. Let me briefly
introduce each letter in turn and discuss performativity in relation to them.
The first selection (Letter A), midway through the correspondence as KTL's tenth letter, is a
duet between Devī and Pad ma. Devī, transliterated into Tibetan, was the name that her scribe used to
sign a number of her letters, and Pad ma refers to NJP's name in religion in youth, Pad ma dri med blo
gros. This duet provides a glimpse into the range of sentiments that characterized their courtship,
including erotic imagery (bee and lotus, peacock flaunting its plumage) that links sexuality
metaphorically to memory, and affective language, here Devī expressing a mood of sorrow (skyo ba)
while remembering the words of her friend, where "friend" (grogs) connotes an amorous liaison. For

Pad ma, sorrow is cleared away by the recollection of her visage, like the brilliance of the moon, and
he encourages her by suggesting that their aspirations to be together will soon be fulfilled.
As it progresses, the letter strikes a triumphal tone and stakes a claim for the efficacy of speech
in a way that is particular to bardic verse throughout their correspondence. Passages in bardic verse
invoke its intended effects and, like "words of truth" (bden tshig, satyavacana) and prophecy (lung bstan,
vyākaraṇa), the utterance is framed as the very means to make it so. Here, in her tenth letter, the song
declares: "This is a song to eat the lungs and hearts of vicious demons, / Enemies that harm the
dharma, the teachings of the Buddha" (chos sangs rgyas bstan la 'tshe ba'i dgra / bdud ma rungs glo snying
za ba'i glu) and "In order to heal the demise and misery of destitute Tibetans, this is a song to swirl the
lasso at auspiciousness and good fortune" (bod phongs rgud nyam thag gso ba'i phyir / nom bkra shis g.yang
zhags 'khyil ba'i glu). One can read the language of "enemies that harm the dharma" and "misery of
destitute Tibetans" as tactic references to the devastation during the Maoist period. Meanwhile, the
song calls forth a host of powerful forces in order to accomplish its aims of revitalizing Buddhism and
restoring fortune to Tibetans, including the blessings of tantric deities and aid of various classes of
gods and demons. These forces are invoked in order to bring about, in a performative sense, the very
auspiciousness and fortune the song describes. The letter proclaims that not only has the opportunity
arisen for the couple to join together, but also the restoration of Buddhism is now made possible. It is
a "fortunate time" celebrated by the dance of Gesar's warriors and the songs of the ḍākinīs.
The second selection (Letter B), at the end of the correspondence as NJP's twenty-fifth letter,
continues this sense of optimism in a "song of joyous tidings" (dga' skyid gtam gi glu gzhas). It declares
the day of KTL's arrival as one of cosmic significance, a propitious day that fulfills the intentions of
Padmasmabhava and brings about benefit for the teachings and beings. The letter has a celebratory
tone, featuring a playful use of phonemic repetition and onomatopoeia, opening as the "dance of father
warriors beats and beats" and with "the grand songs of mother warriors: sha ra ra." Banners swirl,
music plays, rainbow clouds gather, and an auspicious rain falls on flowers that jingle "si li li." Once
again, a host of human and divine forces are summoned as the song recasts the mundane world into a
maṇḍala and the offering of liquor to greet KTL into the amṛta (bdud rtsi) served at a tantric feast, which
is also homologized to the fluids of their own anticipated sexual union. NJP goes on to attribute this
elixir—arguably standing for their practice of the tantric rite of sexual union—with a host of powers,
from quelling adversity and enhancing life, merit and wealth to liberation into the realization of blissemptiness, here employing a cyclic repetition of the term for liquor (chang) in each line. By the end of
the song, he links sexuality to the revelation of treasures and their own enhanced capacities to benefit
others. The letter could be read as performative in a number of ways, including the declarations of
victory toward the end that speak it into existence: "Hoist the victory banner of dharma, the teachings
of Buddha!" (chos sangs rgyas bstan pa'i rgyal mtshan bsgrengs). Another intriguing (and tentative)
interpretation would be to regard the song as a way to sanctify their union, given how he ascribes
apotropaic and soteriological powers to the liquor in transmuted form as the "great substance
symbolizing method and wisdom" (thabs shes rab mtshon pa'i rdzas chen) and "the liquor of us two friends
who have never parted" (drogs 'u gnyis 'bral ba med pa'i chang).
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Duet between Devī and Pema in Garland of Lotuses: The Collected Letters by the Mantra-Born One,
Khandro Tāre Lhamo, to the Supreme Namtrul Jigme Phuntsok.
On the fifteenth day of Sagadawa in the earth sheep year (1979)…
Devī:
Congenial [friend],* these etchings on mind,
As if engraved on the stone of selflessness,
Cannot be altered, even in death;
It is samaya, the oath of the past.

* yid mthun [pa]

[In] a splendid garden* on earthen meadow,
An utpala of exquisite beauty blooms.
Its nectar* is the allotment for the little bee
As an elixir for memory that liberates through taste.

* tshul > tshal

The resonant plucking of the lute,
A sorrowful mood in its melody,
[So] I never forget the words of [my] friend.
It is easily* the accumulation by deeds.
The sun* is your handsome face, decorated
with the help of rainbow-colored southern clouds.
A drizzle of cool rain is the field of disciples.
This is coincidence,* undivided and [shared in] common.

* lit: honey (sbrang)

* des mo = dal mo
* khri gdugs = nyi ma
* rten 'brel

In reply, Pema:
The luster of my youthful friend, like a conch-colored moon,
Traversing space alongside the constellations,
Its radiance clears away the murkiness of sorrow.*
[From] prior aspirations and samaya, the time has come!

* lines reversed in order

Devī:
Above, the Indian peacock bearing a crown,*
Its voice [like] the melodious kalaviṅka [bird],
Flaunts its plumage, spread out like a parasol,*
And dazzling form, [like] a holly hock in bloom.

* its crest atop the head
* lines reversed in order

Pema:
The mottled rocky [peak]* with a conch seal
Is the den of the white snow lioness and her cubs,
Not the thoroughfare of lesser, ordinary beasts.
This is the way of the world, [according to] karma and dominion.*
Devī:
There is yellow gold in the depths of the ocean;

* rdza ~ rdza ri
* dbang thang

[But] the conch crocodile* left without acquiring it.
I, the fish, so supple and so flexible
Retrieved the nāga vase for my own gain.
Inside is the merit of all we need and desire.

* chu srin

Pema:
Great Lion [Gesar] established on the golden throne,
The six divisions of Ling are [peacefully settled like]* ice on a lake.
The fortune of Ma* is replete with cattle, goat calves, and sheep,
And the mothers and aunts offer liqueur to gladden.

* per Ringu Tulku
* Rma as in Rma chen

Devī:
Lord Norbu Rinpoche,* the supreme victorious one,
Has destroyed the doctrine of dark demons at the borders.
The sun of the teachings of divine Śākya[muni] shines.
I offer the choice draft* to convene a festival of delight.

* epithet for Gesar
aka Nor bu dgra 'dul
* skyems phug

Pema:
You, fortunate men and women gathered here,
Like a city of divine male and female warriors.
I am from the auspicious site, Lhalung Sumdo,*
Signifying in my sovereign form that the benefit
of beings will be accomplished.
At a time of plentiful good fortune, the month's start,
To open the maṇḍala* of the profound path of secret means,
Friend, the lineage of many vidyādharas, are arranged in rows,
And the powerful warriors of great Ling* perform the dance.
Hundreds of thousands mother ḍākinīs sing songs of praise.
Above, the wisdom deities disperse [blessings to] consecrate.
In between, all eight classes [of gods and spirits]* provide aid.
Below, the earth lords and nāgas spread luck and fortune.
The great kings of the four directions protect and nurture.
This is a song to eat the lungs and hearts of vicious demons,*
Enemies that harm the dharma, the teachings of Buddha.
In order to heal the demise and misery of destitute Tibetans,
This is a song to swirl the lasso at auspiciousness and fortune.
This is a song of to gather whatever deeds have been undertaken.
Retinue of chief, ministers, and subjects, remain here now;
The time has come to bring down the eighteen fortresses.*
Coincidence clicks into place without obstructing conditions!
Instigate* the joy of dharma, the teachings of Buddha!
With faith and respect for the teachings of Lord Śākya[muni],
With confidence in the speech of the divine lama,
Value the command of the sovereign king,

* Lha lung sum mdo

* dal = maṇḍala
* gang chen > gling chen

* [lha srin] sde brgyad

* lines reversed in order

* mdzoms > 'dzoms
* rdzong: why eighteen?
* mgo tshugs > 'go tshugs

Heed the advice of the kind father and mother.
Tell the truth: don't muddle karmic cause and effect.
Not entrusting enemies, bring [them] down headlong.
Without inwardly taming negative emotions, the five poisons,
There is risk of ruin in both this life and the next.
With supreme compassion for all mother sentient beings,
Lovingly protect the lowly, weak and destitute.
Welcomed by smiling friends, relatives, and neighbors,
Conversing in the exchange of pleasant words,
Enjoying the sweet nectar of delicious food and drink,
Dressed in fine wools and jewel ornaments,
Body, because it is a maṇḍala, I present it as an offering.
Speech, because it is symbolic dharma,* I sing melodiously.
Mind, because it is dharmatā, I invoke the vast expanse.

* sus > bsus

* brda chos

Because this place, through pure vision, is a buddha realm,
Today is the time, under the auspicious sun,
For coincidence of glorious good fortune to converge.
The gods and humans are happy. Oh bliss! Oh joy!
However long, from now until attaining enlightenment,
To forge the happiness of the six classes of mother beings,
And so that dharma, the Buddha's teachings, does not disappear,
Carry the burden of others' benefit at risk of [your] life
And don the mighty armor of rousing bodhicitta.
May I be a guide to lead all mother beings*
To the self-arising citadel of [Zangdok] Palri, one day,
Into the presence of the sovereign, Lord Padma,
Gathering as one assembly, never to part ways.

* starting with last line
in the stanza

As a result of this aspiration in song and verse,*
May the aspirations of the divine lama be accomplished;
May the mighty dominion of the ancestral chiefs increase.
May the mothers and aunts be meritorious and elegant.
May auspiciousness in accord with dharma* be fulfilled.

* tshig gsum

* chos zhin > chos bzhin

This was spoken at the pleasant grove of Tashi Lhathang Norbu
for the enjoyment of a gathering of disciples, the glory of a delightful ocean.
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"A Song of Joyous Tidings" (Dga' skyid gtam gi glu gzhas) in Adamantine Garland: The Collected
Letters by the Lord of Refuge, Namtrul Jigme Phuntsok, to the Supreme Khandro Tāre Lhamo
Oṃ svasti siddhi maṅgalam!
The time is today, a propitious star in the sky,
Planets rise and spread out in the evening expanse.
The propitious hour [extends] across the earth's breadth.
Protector, great emanation of all buddhas,
Soars to divine heights of the guardians of virtue
And stoops to the spirit level of demonic [forces] of evil.*

* this line shifted up

Swift activity of the ocean of oath-bound protectors
Fulfills the aim of father Orgyan Padma,
Fulfills the wishes of mother lake-born goddess [Sarasvatī],
Fulfills, today, the great benefit of all the teachings and beings.
Friend, we two accomplish our aims today!
Kindness of wish-fulfilling three roots and guardians!
For this life and next, joy starts today!
Auspicious coincidence clicks [into place] today!
Words of truth to fulfill aims realized today!
The sun of bliss and joy shines today!
Faces of divine lamas smile and smile.
Dance of father heroes beats and beats.
Grand songs of mother heroines: sha ra ra.
Banners of the protectors swirl and swirl.
Music of the mandolin twangs and twangs.
Rainbow clouds in space gather and gather.
Rain atop the flowers [jingle]: si li li.
Converging blessings of father lamas of the three lineages,
Converging siddhis of the practice lineage yidams,
Converging activities of mother ḍākinīs of the three abodes,
Converging sun and moon naturally in the azure sky,*
Meeting the goddess of bliss-clarity, divine queen,
This is the joyous celebration of method and wisdom.
Converging a festival of dragon gem-holders and peacocks,
This is the display of reveling in the four joys of bliss-emptiness.
Converging on five-faceted peaks on the lofty snow mountains,
This is the prior aspiration and entrustment of Padma.
Converging in a splendid lotus grove along the turquoise valley,
This is the single intention, friend, to gather here,
Converging like the gold-eyed fish encountering water.
Above, wishes of the virtuous gods are fulfilled.
Between, intentions of sublime mighty spirits are fulfilled.
Below, happiness of the black-headed* people is fulfilled.

* this line shifted up

* Tibetans

Happiness! Oh bliss! Oh joy! Gods and humans,
How could there be a happier time than today?
This is my song of joyous tidings!
Happy is the coincidence of auspicious joy,
Its import: words of truth to fulfill all aims.
In the festive gathering of mother ḍākinīs*
And method heroes who display joyful reveling,
The supreme feast is arrayed, the pure basis of apparent existence.
Grand tantric substances of the great secret method
Are offered as a banquet of distillates: meat, liquor, and elixir,
Purified, transformed, and increased by mantra and samādhi.

* this line shifted up

The excellent place is the field of self-existing Palri.*
The excellent lord is the self-aware Padmākara.
The excellent dharma is the distillate of the ḍākinīs' mind.
The excellent maṇḍala is the rows of heroes and ḍākinīs.
The excellent time is the constant everlasting leisure.

* [Zangs mdog] dpal ri

I, the Lord of Secrets, the hero Padma,
And you, the mantra-born Shelkar Lhatso,
By the undeceiving coincidence of deeds and aspirations,
Today we have accomplished our happy goal!
Today we converge in one home and residence!
Coincidence clicks [into place] beyond meeting and parting.
In the first season of coincidence,
You goddess Sarasvatī assemble with an array of gods.
Supreme elixir mixed of thousands of grains and juice,
This great substance symbolizing method and wisdom
Is the liquor at the festival when you arrive here.
It is the liquor to inquire about your health.
It is the liquor to merrily enjoy this festival of delight.
It is the liquor for the vajra feast of great secret mantra.
It is the liquor of indestructible life and changeless form.
It is the liquor with blessings by father lamas of the three lineages.
It is the liquor with siddhi of the divine protector yidams.
It is the liquor with the activity of mother ḍākinīs of three sacred places.
It is the liquor with the power of divine dharmapālas and guardians.
It is the liquor that accomplishes the intention of the protector Padma.
It is the liquor that engages the profound and extensive dharma treasures.
It is the liquor that soars to the lofty heights of virtuous gods.
It is the liquor that stoops to the level of unworthy evil spirits.
It is the liquor that accomplishes mind's desires without exception.
It is the liquor that clears away all kinds of adversity and stains.
It is the liquor of us two friends who have never parted.
It is the liquor without contradiction to the samaya vow.
It is the liquor that dispels obstructing conditions without exception.
It is the liquor that guides those with a connection to the Glorious Mountain.
It is the liquor that pacifies illness, evil spirits, obstacles, and the eight fears.

It is the liquor that expands life, merit, glory and wealth.
It is the liquor that brings all saṃsāra and nirvāṇa, the cosmos under one's sway.
It is the liquor that fiercely cuts the ten fields of enemies.
Tasting this liquor gives rise to a majestic form.
Consuming this liquor gives rise to melodious speech.
Drinking this liquor gives rise to bliss in the mind.
Partaking in this liquor enhances the qualities of realization.
Enjoying his liquor releases the three nāḍīs at the five cakras.
Tasting this liquor gives rise to the wisdom of bliss-emptiness.
The qualities of this liquor are indescribable.
Friend who meditates on the dharma of bliss-emptiness,
[Your] three nāḍīs and at five cakras sites in the [subtle] body,
Are the maṇḍalas of the five families in trikāya [form]
And the twenty-four sacred places, completely arranged.
On the 21,000 hairs on your body,
Are the perfect 21,000 mother ḍākinīs.
On the 21,000 flowing winds [or prāṇa],
Resides spontaneously 100,000 clouds of mother heroines.
Also in the maṇḍala of the channels [or nāḍīs],
Are the fully perfect method aspect, the father heroes.
On the ground, the pure mind of enlightenment, the source of all,
Is perfect bliss-emptiness, beyond meeting and parting.
Smiling, the apparition of a girl in the sky,
With body hairs bristling in bliss-emptiness,
exudes fragrance and sound from her utpala visage.
Smiling, she joyfully displays her nipples and organ.*

* chu 'dzin

The solar fire of caṇḍālī, method of bliss-emptiness,
moves and melts the elixir at the moon, the essence.
Profound path in swift progression and its reversal,
This is the supreme great method of secret mantra.
Relying on A Haṃ, blazing and dripping,
This is the self-liberation of knots binding the mind in fixation,
Which opens the initiation maṇḍala* of great bliss,
Mounts the horse of prāṇa, possessing a powerful gait,
And turns the magic wheel* of four modes of emptiness
and four joys of dharma,
Releasing the knots of the nāḍīs at the five cakras.
And inciting complete blissful joy through great passion.
When experiencing thirty-two joys and emptinesses,*
The treasure gate effortlessly opens within.
Hail to you, the beloved, sublime bliss-emptiness,
And to me, the playful vajra engaged in intercourse.

* dam > dal
* rtsa > rtsal
*'phrul 'khor

* with release of 32 knots
per Lama Chönam

Cradled and tamed by the four joys of secret method,
One obtains the glorious youth of immortal life.*
The heroes and the ḍākinīs of the nādī elements delight!
The illusory physical body matures into the divine kāya of bliss-emptiness.

* this line shifted up

Now, from this, in the midst of the heart of enlightenment,
Instantaneously, the command of Padma, never separated,
And every intention, activity and aspiration
By all the victorious ones of the three times,
[Coalesces] on a single hair-tip gate of us two friends.
May we have the power to accomplish [these] completely.
For as long as time and space remain,
Just so there are also limitless beings.
For that long, may we two friends remain without parting
In order too stir the depths of the three realms of saṃsāra.
In the succession of all our lifetimes,
According to the intention of Lord Orgyan Padma,
All beings connected through whatever good or bad deeds
May we have the power to lead them to the [pure] land Ngayab Palri.*

* Rnga yab dpal ri

Today is an auspicious and fortunate time!
Victory over adversity of the four māras in battle today!
The golden sun rises in the heavens.
The conch moon appears at mid-sky.
A rain of dharma falls to the earth.
Hoist the victory banner of dharma, the Buddha's teachings!
The sun of happiness shines for mother beings,
Pacifying strife, the damage of degenerate times!
Coincidence converges in the joy of dharma!
Now, each person sing a happy song!
Be quick! Gallop and race with [your] powerful horse.
This is my song of joyous tidings,
Composed without concealing what arose in mind.
Precious friend, radiant essence of my heart,
Long life! I write in order to enhance your activities.
May you have auspicious good fortune and happiness!
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